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DCC & BOB SIEGER'S MONEY TALKS RDCC  SH CH MELVERLY BUONA 
NOTTEBCC SH CH TRIMERE TERESA GREENRBCC DEXBENELLA DERETHEA 
JWBEST PUPPY BERESFORD WHAT THE DEVIL 
 
I wont try to justify the length of time it has taken to get this critique out to the waiting 
public nor am I going to bore you with the technical problems we have endured but 
suffice to say a computer meltdown was the biggest problem. Now new computer 
installed and information from old hard drive eventually retrieved, problem solved. I 
would like to thank all those who did come along to the celebration of 125 years of 
Crufts Dog Show and exhibit their dogs under me. I thoroughly enjoyed my day, 
found some super dogs and had my once in a lifetime moment that will hold a 
special place in my heart as it was spent along with family and friends of many years 
standing. 
 
Veteran - Dog  Entries: 4 Abs: 1    
1st  SH CH JOROBADEN ALDERNITI OF EMIANNA JW (MRS A C HAPPS)  
Often appreciated this well sized male. Masculine headpiece, good eye shape and 
tone. Correct through neck and shoulder into a firm topline. Well developed through 
rib with adequate length of back and firm topline. Well developed quarters and 
moderately angulated. Moved well. 
 2nd  LYNTONRIDGE LOYALTY CARD AT DERRINDEE PDH (MISS D DE 
CARTERET)  
Another decent male with the required masculinity, Stands a little longer cast than 1. 
Well assembled with deep body, good legs and feet and moved well. 
3rd  SH CH REUBENS SILENT REFLECTION JW (MRS M C DOWNWARD)  
The oldest boy in the class here today Gentle expression with good dark eye. 
Slightly more upright than the previous two. OK for bone and in good condition and 
well handled. 
 
Minor Puppy - Dog Entries: 1 Abs: 0    
1st  ROBORIS ANGEL TOUCH TRIMERE (IMP SWE) (MRS A CORBETT)  
Such a raw baby. All the essentials present but needing time as one would imagine. 
Head needs to develop but nevertheless one could see he was a male. Slightly 
arched neck into well layed shoulder. He has forechest  and just needs body to catch 
up with his frame. Width in his thighs giving impression of power. Overall picture , 
one of promise to come. Handled by his breeder here today and moving well on a 
ground covering stride. 
   
Puppy - Dog Entries: 4 Abs: 0    
1st  KENNAIR DREAMING ON A STAR (MRS N J MORGANS)  
. Little stronger in back skull than one would find ideal thus giving an unbalanced 
appearance to his head.  Adequate neck. Well enough off for bone and tidy feet. 
Well developed body. Moved OK 
 2nd  LORDSETT UNFORGIVEN AT BERESFORD (IMP POL) (MRS T E TOPLISS)  
Lovely lovely boy who seemed to let the day and the surroundings get to him sadly. 
Masculine with soft expression, Reminded me of some of the good old Northern 



dogs one used to see regularly in the 70’s and 80’s. Super bone and feet, balanced, 
powerful. Loved him but today he didn’t want to play. 
 3rd  MAGIC OD STROUPINSKEHO POTOKA (IMP CZE) (MRS J L HARRIS)  
Don’t have notes on this one as he didn’t stay unfortunately. 
 Res  GLEADSBURY CORNICHE (MR N & MRS S RIDING)  
  
  
Junior - Dog Entries: 7 Abs: 2    
1st  PLAIGLEN BEATERS BTRUE (MS F GLENDINNING)  
BW male with attractive profile. Head needs to develop yet but good eye shape. A 
little too much throat but a decent length of neck into reasonably well assembled 
shoulder. Body was deep and with decent ribbing. Quarters well developed and hock 
to heel was neat. Would like a little tighter in front but he is only a baby and time and 
development will  be on his side. Moved OK. 
 2nd  CLENTONION SOLOMOMS SEAL (MRS A C HAPPS)  
Different in type to 1. Masculine in head. Would like more length in neck to improve 
his balance. Appreciated his depth in body and decent ribbing. Well angulated in 
rear. Moved OK. 
 3rd  PETRANELLA JERSEYBOY AT TIROEN (MRS R E & MR N S COX)  
Would like him more up on the leg to balance his outline. Masculine with good dark 
eye. Decent bone and feet. Moved OK. 
 Res  LAGOPUS MUTUS STORM NEVER LAST [ATC AS01769NOR] (MRS A M 
KVELLAND)  
 VHC  PEASBLOSSOM PIONEER (MRS L JOHNS)  
  
 Yearling - Dog Entries: 7 Abs: 0    
1st  SIEGER'S MONEY TALKS [ATC AT00276DNK] (MISS V B MADSEN) 
 Wow wow wow. Just loved this boy and didn’t imagine for one minute I would find 
my CC winner in Yearling but I could not look past him today. Upstanding young man 
with masculine headpiece, beautifully moulded and balanced with well shaped eye. 
Reachy neck but not so much as to unbalance him in profile, slight arching enhanced 
him and ran into well engineered shoulder placing. Well ribbed  with short strong loin. 
Angulation fore and aft was balanced and he had super width in his quarters which 
gave him the propulsion to push along on a good long stride that looked positively 
effortless  and without excess lift of foreleg that is too commonly being seen on 
profile gait .Maximum stride for what appeared to be little effort and he glided round 
the ring. Handler and exhibit in harmony. Sympathetically handled to get the best. 
CC and BOB to this lovely exhibit that I would have taken home in a heartbeat. 
 2nd  FIRE'N ICE MAGIC RHYTHM [ATC AS02460SWE] (MISS L CLAESON)  
Another lovely exhibit in this class Lovely soft expression whilst retaining masculinity. 
Balanced head with good depth of foreface. Reachy neck but just lacked a little in 
return of upper arm for me. Well boned all through. Depth in body and well muscled 
quarters. Moved OK. 
 3rd  ROQFOLLY NEVER SAY NEVER (MR G H LAWLER)  
Smaller dog but still with a lot to like about him. Up against it in this class today but 
still holding his own.Well proportioned young dog with good bone all through. Lacked 
perhaps a little return on the upper arm. Deep body. Handled sympathetically. 
 Res  EQUESS EMPIRE EVENFLOW FOR DAENERYS (IMP POL) (MISS L 
AINSLEY)  
 VHC SEASPRING BEAT TO QUARTERS (MR S J & MRS D M WAKELEN)  



  
 Post Graduate - Dog Entries: 15 Abs: 2    
1st  KINGSHEATH WILLIAM REGAL SHCM (MRS K W WHITTOCK)  
Attractive dog in profile with good balance. Masculine headed with good dark eye 
and  showing a good deal of work in his headpiece. Had adequate neck into well 
assembled shoulder. Well off for bone and on good deeply padded feet. Well ribbed 
back and giving a look of power.  Super forward reach and powerful hind ‘push’. In 
good coat and sympathetically handled. 
 2nd  MEONSTOKE HAWTHORN (MRS K C TAUBMAN)  
Masculine attractive head with a dark eye of correct shape. Good bone and strong 
feet. Adequate neck and he was balanced in angulation front to rear. Moved well 
using his hocks and reaching in front to propel him around the ring on a reachy 
stride. 
 3rd  RISELAWROAD NO DEAL (MS C & MR P BROUGH & WALKER)  
Masculine headpiece. Kind eye, correct colour and shape. Heavily boned with 
superb feet , deeply padded and tight. Adequate length of neck and sufficient depth 
of rib. Balanced in his angulation front and rear. Sadly today he moved somewhat 
freely with little concern for his handler. It cost him dear on this occasion. 
 Res  PEASBLOSSOM NEMESIS WITH JONABAR ( J W & B ELLIOTT)  
 VHC  CASSAPPLE KENTUCKY DREAM AT MELTAROSE (MRS E ROWLINSON)  
   
Mid Limit - Dog Entries: 5 Abs: 1    
1st  TORBECK PENRHYN BAY (MRS P & MR D & MISS A WALLIS & LEVENE)  
Tricolour male with soft kind expression and balanced headpiece with reasonable 
work apparent. Sufficient neck, forechest in evidence, well developed in brisket and 
front legs well under him. Great bone and strong feet. Deeply ribbed body albeit he  
was a little long in the loin for me. Adequate angulation moved out well on a good 
stride to take this class. 
 2nd  SALSY DOGS FOREVER AND A DAY [ATC AS02461DEU] (MRS A 
SCHUMANN)  
Not a bad expression but head not balanced. Thickness in back skull here spoiled 
the headpiece for me. Good depth of rib. Adequate angulation and moved OK 
 3rd  TRYHARD PRIVATEER AT DEBANZA (MR A & MRS A GEDDES)  
 Res  BERESFORD CUT TO THE KNIGHT (MR & MRS B PITTINGALE)  
  
  
Limit - Dog Entries: 12 Abs: 4    
1st  MEADOWDALE RIOT IS MADAZA (MISS S D LARGE)  
Full size male This boy doesn’t give you the wow factor nor take your breath away 
but he is a basically good dog with the moderate angulation and length of neck that 
is so required to give a picture of balance – nothing exaggerated. Masculine head 
with good eye and gentle expression. Sufficient neck which was muscular and 
strong. OK shoulder assembly and a good level top line which he held on the move. 
Depth of rib, mature body, great coat and condition and super legs and feet all made 
him the winner of the class today. Lovely sound even movement and a lovely side 
gait. 
2nd  TRIMERE TIME TRAIL WITH SANDIEBECK SHCM (MRS M & MR S 
WILDSMITH)  



Head a little thick in back skull for me thus giving an unbalanced appearance . Well 
put together with good bone all through, decent depth, adequate angulation and he 
moved OK. 
3rd  ANACAPA JUSTJACK (MRS H J & MR G J MERRY & WRIGHT)  
Masculine head with correct eye shape and tone. Muscular neck. Little short in upper 
arm giving an upright position and thus not allowing forward reach which was 
reflected in his movement. Carried his topline well and was a happy mover. In good 
condition and well handled. 
 Res  EASTRIDING ARMANI DIAMONDS (MRS K JENKINSON)  
 VHC  WATERSWARREN WILLY WONKA (MR P D & MRS V L WARRENER)  
  
 Open - Dog Entries: 15 Abs: 0    
What a star studded Open Dog class and one has to acknowledge the strength in 
depth and also the lovely entry containing so many dogs from abroad. I was truly 
spoilt for choice.  15 entered and all present.Thankyou 
1st  SH CH MELVERLY BUONA NOTTE (MR R J SMITH)  
Attractive headed male. Lovely expression with eye of correct shape and tone giving 
the softness in expression so often lacking. Reachy neck into well assembled 
shoulder. Well off for bone and strong deep feet. Body was well ribbed and had 
required depth. Impressive in profile. Today he looked well and moved round the ring 
with real purpose. RCC. 
 2nd  CH SIEGERS PURE GOLD [ATC AM01248DNK] ( MRS B & MR K BRASCH & 
MADSEN)  
. Super shape which didn’t have to be ‘arranged or bent into shape’, it was all there 
and all in the right place. Seriously lovely dog with reach of neck, depth of body, 
super legs and feet and he moved well too but preferred head of one and that’s what 
my decision reflected. Moved in harmony with his handler on a ground covering 
stride. 
 3rd  SH CH DEXBENELLA IT'S ABOUT TIME JW SHCM (MR S & MRS W 
WALKER) 
 . Another very worthy champion Liver tri with the most lovely expression. Plenty of 
work in head and lovely flat cheeks giving a real look of quality. Great bone and feet. 
Mature strong body. Shown in tip top condition and sympathetically handled. Moved 
with verve on a ground covering stride with good parallel rear movement driving him 
forward. 
 Res  SH CH FOREST FRUIT FROM TAMAAM TO BERESFORD (IMP POL) (MRS 
T E TOPLISS)  
 VHC  BERESFORD SPECIAL DELIVERY (MRS T E TOPLISS)  
   
Special Working Gundog - Dog Entries: 1 Abs: 0    
1st  HCH CAMILL Z LONSKEHO LETA JCH [ATC AS02627CZE] (MRS K 
HERDICSOVA)  
Oh a picture of a very different sort. A typical ‘worker’. Masculine head. Profile 
showing good balance. Strong legs and tight feet. Good depth through body Moved 
well around a big ring. 
   
Good Citizen Dog Scheme - Dog Entries: 7 Abs: 1    
1st  MELVERLY DESERT STRIKE OVER ACREGATE JW SHCM (MISS J TRACZ) 



 Good basic type. Masculine head, good eye colour and shape. Strongly built all 
through. Standing on strong legs and deep well padded feet. Body of decent depth 
and angulation OK fore and aft. Moved well enough to win this class. 
 2nd  TRIMERE TIME TRAIL WITH SANDIEBECK SHCM (MRS M & MR S 
WILDSMITH)  
 3rd  MERRYWATER MINSTREL AT KINGSHEATH SHCM (MRS K W WHITTOCK)  
Black and white male with appealing expression. Well worked headpiece. Adequate 
neck and generally well enough made all through. Made a decent shape in profile. 
Lost out to the two in front of him in the placings due to his lack of enthusiasm on the 
move. 
 Res  MOMPESSON TRIBUTE TO ESSCROFT (MR P & MRS K DRINKALL)  
 VHC  GLENBROWS HAD TO BE (MR P W & MRS E BARNETT)  
  
 Veteran - Bitch Entries: 10 Abs: 1    
1st  C I E/NORDIC CH BARECHO POETRY IN MOTION NORDICW10 NOVW-15 
DKVW-15 FIVW-15 NORDICVW-15 [ATC AS02588SWE] (MRS H BJORKMAN)  
This exhibit pleased me. Her outline was attractive. Beautiful feminine head with soft 
expression and a headpiece that showed the work that a Springer should have and 
sadly so many do not. Lean strong neck into fabulous shoulder placement with oh so 
correct return of upper arm and lay back to die for. Strong mature body with deep 
ribs. Her angulation at the rear was complemented only by equal amounts at the 
front  and she moved around the ring with aplomb. Lovely exhibit. 
 2nd  ROQFOLLY ELLE'S BELLE (MS F GLENDINNING)  
to say she is a favourite in this age group. Have always like the look of her but 
sometimes she and her handler appear to be at odds and the best does not always 
show through. That said her sweet expression and soft melting expression assisted 
by a lovely dark eye and well moulded headpiece has to be appreciated for what it is, 
lovely. Reach of neck but a little loaded in the shoulder department which cost her in 
this quality class today. Deeply ribbed and not over long. Moved OK. 
 3rd  BERKENBAR ARRIANA AT ARDTALLA (DR B SCORGIE)  
Sweet lady. Little thicker through the cheeks but still with a pleasing head. Soft 
expression. Super body and moved on a ground covering stride. 
 Res  SHELCASRIE SILVER RAINBOW (MRS E A YOUNG)  
VHC  MOMPESSON SWEET REVENGE (MRS M HYDON)  
    
Minor Puppy - Bitch Entries: 2 Abs: 0    
1st  BERESFORD WHAT THE DEVIL (MRS T E TOPLISS)  
Sweet compact tri bitch that I havn’t seen previously. Balanced head with all the 
femininity one could ask for and an eye of good colour. Well developed nostrils and 
sufficient depth in muzzle. Love’d the ‘sweep’ from her back skull, down lean reachy 
neck and onto correctly placed shoulder. Deep compact body. Firm strong topline. 
Super width in quarters and well angulated   with short hock to heel. Just loved her. 
BPIB. 
 2nd  ROBORIS GUARDIAN ANGEL (IMP SWE) (MRS A CORBETT)  
Slightly up against it with one in such good form. Head lacked stop for me and yes I 
am aware she is a baby and she will develop but today she had to give way. Good 
neck, shoulder. Legs and feet. Little longer cast than one and not coping as well with 
the slippy carpet surface. 
  
 Puppy - Bitch Entries: 5 Abs: 0    



1st  LORDSETT UPTOWN GIRL AT BERESFORD (IMP POL) (MRS T E TOPLISS) 
 Mature for a puppy and with lovely proportions. Attractive head and soft expression. 
She has great substance all through already.  Strong bone and deep padded feet. 
Short rear pastern. Sadly lacked confidence on the move. 
 2nd  JOROBADEN TEAL AT SYFERSPRING (MR K & MRS S CLARK)  
OK expression. Eye needing to darken to enhance the look overall. Reachy neck 
and slightly longer cast than one. Sufficient substance for size. 
 3rd  MOMPESSON GYPSY QUEEN (MRS R & MR M TWILLEY)  
Decent head with nice flat check pieces and good depth of muzzle. Eye very light at 
this point. Good legs and feet. Mature body but verging on a little too heavy overall. 
 Res  ANACAPA JUST A MOMENT ( MR G J WRIGHT)  
 VHC  JOROBADEN NIGHTSHADE AT BAUDELAIRE (MISS H FIELD-ENTICOTT)  
   
  
Junior - Bitch Entries: 13 Abs: 3    
1st  HUNTERHECK UNDER A SPELL (MR G & MRS A TERNENT) 
 Super black and white bitch of nice size. In good coat and looking a picture. Sweet 
expression with balanced skull and well worked headpiece. Reachy strong neck into 
well layed shoulder. Lovely flow from skull down over shoulder and across her  firm 
topline. Lovely depth of rib, strong loin and well developed quarters. Strong and short 
rear pastern. Moved well with her handler today to head a very nice quality class 
indeed. 
 2nd  DEXBENELLA SERENDIPITY (MR S & MRS W WALKER)  
I have thought well of and delighted to get my hands on her. Lovely profile shape 
and balance. Sweet head and expression with the desired work between the eyes 
which adds to a kind expression. Super neck and shoulder. Deep bodied and still 
retaining elegance. Good angulation fore and aft. Lovely type and I am quietly 
confident these two will trade places on another day. 
 3rd  PLAIGLEN BEATERS BJEWEL TO BETHRYN (MS K & MISS B HOLT)  
Again another quality exhibit but was unsettled today. Good overall shape. Kind 
expression and attractive head. Just her demeanour today let her down. 
 Res  HUNTERHECK OUR NELL (MS D EASTWOOD)  
 VHC  CRACKERJANNE PENELOPE CRUZ (MRS C M WOODBRIDGE)  
  
 Yearling - Bitch Entries: 14 Abs: 1    
1st  SIEGER'S SHOW ME THE MONEY HONEY [ATC AT00277DNK] (MISS V B 
MADSEN)  
Loved this girl when first she caught my eye. Stronger type than possibly I would 
normally go for but one could not deny her first here today. She was a class act. 
Real style presenting a clean profile, lean strong slightly arched neck that flowed into 
shoulders that were just so. Good forechest in evidence and well developed brisket 
Terrific bone and feet and a lovely mover. Could not deny her the class win. Lovely 
type.  
 2nd  LOXBOURNE DISCO DIVA AT KINGSHEATH JW ( MRS B M NICHOLSON)  
bitch in a classy dark liver coat. Kind expression and good work in head. Well off for 
bone and depth of rib. Balanced angles fore and aft. Longer cast than one. Moved 
OK. 
 3rd  CARLYQUINN MAMA MIA (MRS H COKELL)  
Another bitch that has been deserving of a second glance before today. In a high 
quality class today but placed could change I am sure.   Another I felt that was 



slightly longer but still with elegance and quality. Appealing head and dark eye. 
Another with a decent forechest and brisket. Strongly put together. Moved OK. 
 Res  ROQFOLLY RAMBLIN ROSE WITH ARTYCREATH (MRS C HOLMAN)  
 VHC  HOLLIVERA'S VERONA WITH EASTRIDING (IMP SWE) (MRS K 
JENKINSON)  
   
Post Graduate - Bitch Entries: 19 Abs: 5    
1st  TRIMERE TA DAH ( MRS A HILL)  
A bitch I have seen often and her recent litter has definitely helped towards maturing 
her. Not the head for me as a little unbalanced. Good eye shape and colour.Neck is 
sufficiently reachy and meets well assembled shoulder. Body maturing and with 
enough depth. Angulation fore and aft which were balanced. Moved freely. 
 2nd  EASTFALLA ERE I AM (MS D EASTWOOD)  
Good old fashioned type of bitch  in monochrome jacket. Well proportioned 
headpiece, soft expression. Sufficient neck but loaded over shoulder which gave the 
impression of stuffiness. Decent bone and feet, moderately angulated and moved 
OK. 
 3rd  RISELAWROAD FRAMED IN TIME (MS C & MR P BROUGH & WALKER)  
Stronger type than the two previous girls but I liked her type and make. Correct eye, 
well moulded headpiece. Adequate neck. Good bone, feet and general construction. 
Moderately longer cast but moved on a good stride around the ring. 
 Res  HUNTERHECK TURNING TABLES (MR G & MRS A TERNENT)  
 VHC  LOCHBRIDE MERCY ME (MRS J & MISS D LAUCHLAN)  
   
Mid Limit - Bitch Entries: 9 Abs: 2    
1st  DEXBENELLA DERETHEA JW (MR S & MRS W WALKER)  
Just loved this. My cup of tea exactly. Sweetest head with excellent expression, 
correctly coloured eye, which all added to her appeal. Good front assembly which 
matched the rear for quality of ‘make’ but with added width in quarters which gave 
her ‘the bakers bum’. Compact from hock to heel. Stacked and stood she was a 
picture and  when it came to the challenge she was today my RCC bitch.  Only wish 
there had been two challenge certificates to award but then I have ‘previous’ for 
making this exhibitor cry but usually tears of joy. Today was a close call. 
 2nd  BERKENBAR CASSANDRA AT ARDTALLA (DR B SCORGIE)  
So typical in head with an expression which appealed. She had adequate neck into 
slightly upright shoulder placement.Mature through body and good depth of rib. 
Stood on good legs and had powerful quarters which propelled her around the ring 
on a strong even stride. 
 3rd  SEASPRING ALL AT SEA (MS T M DUNSDON)  
Sweet dark headed liver bitch. Built on good lines. Mature body with well sprung rib. 
OK bone and feet. Slightly longer cast than the two in front of her today. Moved 
freely. 
 Res  ROQFOLLY ROSIE CARVER (MRS J M CRABTREE)  
 VHC  KENNAIR LIKE A DIAMOND (MR K T & MRS C M GREEN)  
  
 Limit - Bitch Entries: 6 Abs: 1    
1st  OLLIWA RUTHLESS WITH TRIMERE (IMP CZE) (MRS A CORBETT)  
Bitch with some very nice qualities about her and she appealed for her femininity and 
overall balance. Well proportioned head with plenty of the type of work we are 
requiring to keep the breed type in the head and expression. Eyes of correct tone 



and shape. Lighter  boned perhaps than some but sufficient to be perfectly 
acceptable. Lean strong neck. Body needing to develop a little more I feel. Slightly 
longer cast and her angulation was balanced. Moved well enough on what is 
sometimes a bit of a slippy surface. 
 2nd  DONARDEN MADAME BUTTERFLY (MRS N DOBBIN)  
Profile she looked very well in herself. For me  her head is a little stronger than I 
would be seeking but not overly strong by any means. Good eye and her ear 
placement is correct. Adequate neck into shoulders I found to be a little upright. Big 
bodied bitch which possibly makes her look a little heavier than she actually is. 
Strongly boned legs and strong quarters. Moved OK. 
 3rd  PEASBLOSSOM GEISHA AT MEONSTOKE (MRS K C TAUBMAN)  
. Dark bitch with sweet head and expression. Longer cast girl with adequate body 
and good legs and feet. Moved freely. 
 Res  OUCHKA DE SYRINGA [ATC AR02423CHE] (MRS C THOMAS)  
 VHC  CELGARN NEXT CHAPTER WITH MELKAMI (MR J W, MRS M J, MISS A C 
& MISS K J HUGHES)  
 
 
 Open - Bitch Entries: 12 Abs: 2    
1st  SH CH TRIMERE TERESA GREEN (MISS S J CORBETT)  
Well. I can’t add anything of note that hasn’t already been said I expect but I will do 
my best to explain why she was my CC bitch here today. Her head for me is stronger 
than perfect for a bitch but her expression is soft, her eye dark and of the right tone. 
Body is maturing in the right direction as she was a bit of a ‘skinny kid’ as a 
youngster. Balanced angulation fore and aft and her quarters are strong and well 
muscled and very much the powerhouse of this exhibit. Legs were strong and well 
boned with deeply padded feet. Produced in good coat and condition on the day and 
she may not be a ‘glamour girl’ but when I moved the bitch line-up around in the 
challenge I had no qualms at all about awarding her the CC . On the move her 
footfall is perfect, her profile gate showing good forward reach and those extremely 
powerful quarters driving her forward with all the push she can muster and showing 
no lack of traction on the less than perfect surface. She holds her topline well and 
overall her movement was groundcoveringly effortless.  
 2nd  C I E/SEU(U)CH/NOUCH/EE CH BARECHO DEVIL WEARS PRADA SEW-11 
EEW-13 [ATC AQ01679SWE] (MRS H BJORKMAN)  
Elegant bitch a little taller than 1. Appealed in head and expression. Long neck, well 
engineered shoulder. Well developed body and good legs and feet. Longer cast girl 
but moved well on a long stride. 
 3rd  SH CH ROQFOLLY MISS MONEYPENNY JW (MS D EASTWOOD)  
Appealing type but just carrying too much weight here today to make impact any 
further up the line. OK head and expression. Sufficient neck. Well off for bone and on 
good feet. In good coat. Moved OK. 
 Res  SIEGER'S A BRAND NEW YEAR [ATC AT00034DNK] (MISS V B MADSEN)  
 VHC  DEXBENELLA INQUISITRESS JW (MR S & MRS W WALKER)  
   
Special Working Gundog - Bitch Entries: 1 Abs: 0    
1st  CH GITANE DE LA PRIEUTIERE [ATC AS03035FRA] (MME P GODENIR)  
Deep bodied bitch. Head didn’t appeal. Sufficient neck into shoulder which I found 
lacked return of upper arm. Stood on strong legs and feet and moved OK. 
  



 Good Citizen Dog Scheme - Bitch Entries: 5 Abs: 0    
1st  CELGARN NEXT CHAPTER WITH MELKAMI (MR J W, MRS M J, MISS A C & 
MISS K J HUGHES)  
Bitch that overall I found a little on the plain side.That said she had a strong well 
developed body with forechest. OK for bone and feet were strong enough. Strong 
quarters which she used well on the move Longer cast body .. 
 2nd  BERKENBAR ARRIANA AT ARDTALLA (DR B SCORGIE)  
 3rd  PEASBLOSSOM PEACE AT FOORDSLANE (MRS J M BARSLEY)  
. Little on the plain side but sweet headed. OK bone and feet. Good width in 
quarters.Moved OK. 
 Res  COBHAY PRECIOUS POLYANTHA (MRS J & MRS D WILLIAMS & 
TOUBLIC)  
 VHC  CHERISHYM BRIGHT STAR JW (MR P & MRS Y RICHARDSON & TERRY-
RICHARDSON) 



 


